The results from the synthetic ensemble are saved in the folder paper/papercode/syntheticEnsemble.RData in the supporting data repository [1] .
Network type Figure 3 : Evaluation of the LPAwb+ and DIRTLPAwb+ algorithms against synthetically generated weighted networks with known modular structure for four different treatments: LMLF -2 modules and low connectance (dispersion parameter given as size = 0.5), LMHF -2 modules, higher connectance(dispersion parameter given as size = 2.5), HMLF -10 modules, lower connectance, HMHF -10 modules, higher connectance . (a) shows the ratio of detected modules to known modules , (b) shows the ratio of detected modularity (Q W ) to the modularity of the implanted structure. The dotted lines represent the ability to perfectly detect the synthetic community partitions. Finally (c) shows the normalised mutual information (NMI) between detected community structure and the embedded community structure. 
Details for viewing plant-pollinator partitions
The modular partitions found for each plant-pollinator network for both binary and quantitative cases are described in the supporting data repository [1] .
They can be found by navigating to paper/papercode/output/configurations Each file in this folder is of a given format:
First the network name is given Second a letter B or Q details whether this is a binary or quantitative network partition
Next are two sets of two letters, which together describe the two algorithms being compared (LP: LPAwb+, EX: DIRTLPAwb+, QB: QuanBiMo)
Then the final string of important characters again identifies whether it is binary or quantitative and the corresponding algorithm the partition was found by. If this string is preceded by either min or max -this means that multiple network configurations were found with the highest modularity score detected by one of the two competing algorithms (see column U in tables S2-S3). min and max correspond to partitions that either minimised or maximised the NMI score between the solutions each algorithm identified. If neither min or max are listed there is no range of NMI values -as identified in Table 3 in the main text.
Within each file the list of all row and column nodes is given at depth 0, whilst at depth 1 the modular configurations the nodes are assigned to is listed. Table 3 : Extra results from the evaluations of the weighted version of these networks. R is the number of times that the best partitions (with highest Q W ) were found from the 100 tests,x is the median Q W score, U is the number of unique configurations found with the maxmium Q W score (for each method) judged by comparing the normalised mutual information of partitions sharing this value, F is number of times that the algorithms reported a failure (from the 100 runs) and Q R is the realised modularity of the partition with highest Q W score (for each method). Numbers have been rounded to 3 d.p.
